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These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota Senate; none of the 
comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represents the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate, the
Administration, or the Board of Regents.
 

Minutes
 

Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs
Tuesday, February 13, 2007

2:30 – 4:15
238A Morrill Hall

 
Present:
 
Geoffrey Sirc (chair), Carol Carrier, Vladimir Cherkassky, Tom Clayton, Janet Ericksen, Erin George, Kathryn Hanna,
Morris Kleiner, Theodor Litman, Steven McLoon, Jane Miller, John Novak, Luis Ramos-Garcia, Kelly Risbey,
Roderick Squires, Oriol Valls, Timothy Wiedmann, Virginia Zuiker
 
Absent:
 
Arlene Carney, Dann Chapman, A. Saari Csallany, Larry Wallace
 
Guests:
 
Ron Huesman (Office of Institutional Research); Jackie Singer (Director of Retirement Benefits); Nan Wilhelmson 
(Office of Human Resources); Nancy Herther (Chair, Senate Committee on Information Technologies)
 
[In these minutes: 
(1) report on correlation between faculty salaries and institutional rankings; (2) joint subcommittees on expertise
databases and on guidelines for technology support for faculty; 3) two new regental policies on human resources]
 
 
1.         The Correlation Between Faculty Salaries and Institutional Rank
 
           
Professor Sirc convened the meeting at 1:35 and welcomed Dr. Ron Huesman from Institutional Research to discuss a
study that his office prepared examining the relationship between faculty salaries and institutional rank.  Committee 
members had been provided a copy of the study before the meeting.
 
            Dr. Huesman said that this was a simple observational study that asked two questions:  (1) are average faculty
salaries associated with institutional rank?, and (2) is the degree of salary disparity between professorial ranks within an
institution associate with institutional rank?  He explained that the rankings were taken from The Center at the 
University of Florida, which ranks public research universities on nine variables; two of the nine, total research
expenditures and federal research expenditures, were examined independently. (The Center study can be found here:
http://thecenter.ufl.edu/research2005.pdf .)  In the Florida study, if an institution ranks in the top 25 on all nine
variables, it is considered a top-tier institution.  Minnesota is second-tier because it ranked 26th on one of the nine 
variables (in the top 25 on the other eight). 
The comparison institutions in this study were 28 public universities that had three or more measures in the top 25 that
were not solely medical centers. 
(Private institutions were not included because their salary information was not readily available.)
 
            The Committee considered one scatter plot that located institutions on a grid:  the X axis was rank (number of
variables in which the institution was in the top 25) and the Y axis was full professor salary.  UCLA, Michigan, and 
Berkeley appear in the far upper right; North Carolina, Illinois, and Texas are also in the upper right; Minnesota falls
below them.  A number of institutions have higher salaries but do not rank as well (Ohio State, Penn State, Virginia,
UCSD, Pittsburg, Maryland). 
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There is a lot of noise on the plot, Dr. Huesman observed, but the general trend is upward, a positive relationship
between average rank and average salary of full professors.
 
            Committee members considered several other scatter plots and data tables.  If one plots 9-item institutional rank
by salary by rank (that is, institutional rank against full professor salaries, against associate professor salaries, and
assistant professor salaries), the strongest relationship is between full professor and associate professor salaries and
institutional rank (.449 correlation, .009 significance, full professor, .488 correlation, .005 significance, associate
professor). 
These are not "wow" correlations, Dr. Huesman observed, but they are significant (both statistically and practically). 
The data, he reminded the Committee, are for salaries only, not compensation, and the data do not include medical
school faculty.
 
            If one plots faculty salaries by rank against federal research rank or total research rank, the strongest correlation
is with full-professor salaries. 
 
           
The greater the disparity between professor and associate professor, the higher the institutional rank (on total research
rank, federal research rank, and the 9-item Florida study). 
These are not high correlations, however, even though they are statistically significant (.347, .377, .329, respectively). 
 
            Professor McLoon commented that the only people who like The Center study from Florida are the huge
schools.  The data are not per capita.  He said it is his impression that most institutions use the Shanghai ranking of
world universities.  The study Dr. Huesman presented is not flawed but it is skewed by using the Florida study.  (The 
Shanghai study can be found here:  http://ed.sjtu.edu.cn/ranking2006.htm .)  Dr. Huesman noted the point and observed
that there is a lot of comparative data for schools of size similar to Minnesota.
 
            Professor Sirc noted the aspirational goals of the University and its 27th-place ranking in faculty salaries; is the
situation as bleak as one might think it is?  What is Dr. Huesman's interpretation of these data?  Dr. Huesman said that 
other questions came up, such as trying to control for cost of living.  It does appear there is a relationship between what
an institution pays full professors and the amount of money brought into the institution. The compensation package (as
opposed to just salaries) could also make a difference.
 
            Dr. Huesman affirmed that these data are for non-medical-school faculty.
 
           
Is it statistically possible for the University to reach the top three if its salaries continue to rank as they do, Professor
Sirc asked?  That depends on who sets the top three, Dr. Huesman said; that may be in the eye of the beholder.  The 
Center study favors big institutions.
 

Professor Kleiner asked if in their analysis they had looked at publications per faculty or some similar measures
of faculty research productivity.  (They did not.)  For ranking purposes, the University might want to hire and retain
faculty who are more productive in research and teaching, and in order to recruit or retain these faculty; it also ends up
paying higher faculty salaries.  If the two (productivity and salaries) are correlated, so much the better.  The labor
economics literature suggests that they should be correlated.  By going after and retaining highly productive faculty,
salaries should rise. However, the strategy of the U. should be focused on a productive faculty, and higher salaries are a
by-product.
 
            What is the general assumption of this kind of study, Professor Cherkassky asked?  Correlation does not show
cause.  Dr. Huesman agreed; this is simply an observational study.  It is likely there are a number of factors that cause 
the relationship. 
 
           
Professor McLoon suggested the Committee should respond to the Governor's budget recommendation and the lack of
general salary increases for faculty.  It should prepare a resolution for the Faculty Senate, to be sent to the Governor. 
Many may not care about the "top three" goal but there are demonstrated benefits the faculty provide to the state; there
have been several studies that show the economic value to the state when it spends money on the University.  Vice 
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President Carrier explained that the Governor's budget recommends competitive faculty salary funding but not general
salary increases for all employees (including faculty). 
The President and Provost are logging a lot of hours at the capitol making the case on salaries.
 
            Professor Sirc thanked Dr. Huesman for the presentation.
 
2.         Joint Subcommittees
 
           
Professor Sirc now welcomed Nancy Herther, Chair of the Senate Committee on Information Technologies (SCIT), to
discuss possible joint subcommittees on two different topics.
 
           
Ms. Herther said the first proposed subcommittee would establish guidelines on what faculty might reasonably expect
in terms of information technology (desktops, etc.). 
There is a wide discrepancy in level of support for faculty, even within colleges.  SCIT and Vice President Cawley have
found that there have never been such guidelines.  If the University is to be a top-three institution and define what is to
be expected of faculty, it should also define what resources faculty ought to be able to expect.  SCIT proposes a joint 
subcommittee to look at the issue and develop proposed guidelines.
 
            This would not just be hardware but also support, Professor Sirc commented.  In the two different colleges he
has been in, one had 3-4 staff for one department while the other has 2 staff shared by 3-4 departments.  How can this 
support be made more systematic and consistent? 
Part of that will come in implementation, Ms. Herther said, and it is something Vice President Cawley is very interested
in—he believes this would be a worthwhile statement to make.  She noted that she is in the libraries and works with a
lot of faculty, and is often surprised at what she hears on this subject.  A lot of faculty do not know where to go to find
things and it is left up to individual faculty to find resources.  The University cannot be in the top three if that
responsibility is left to the faculty.
 
           
Professor Sirc suggested the subcommittee might wish to survey the University's peers to find out what they are doing. 
Ms. Herther agreed and said it should also take comments on campus. 
 
            Professor McLoon said he was cynical about what could come from the effort.  Any recommendation that is
completely reasonable will cost a lot of money. 
Colleges without the money won't be able to follow the recommendations and there can't be a mandate, so what's the
point?  Ms. Herther said it is time to put the issue on the table.  The University will never reach the top three if this
issue is not on the table.  Professor Hanna asked if there are any baseline standards or policy.  The University, or the 
colleges, generally have guidelines about when their IT staff will no longer support computers (e.g., that are more than
X years old), but there are no parallel guidelines (or funds) to systematically replace faculty computers that are X years
old.
 
            Professor Cherkassky agreed with Professor McLoon.  His department once had 4-5 staff to provide technology
support, reduced the number to 2, and now relies on graduate students. Funding for computer support comes from
general funds (and soft funds) in each department. Due to the funding squeeze in recent years, the technology support
has been cut, in spite of the growing need for IT support.  So proposing guidelines and mandating a certain level of IT
standards does not make much sense, unless it is adequately funded.  Further, different departments clearly have vastly
different needs, so it may be risky to expect that uniform guidelines for technology support will serve everyone well;
perhaps it makes more sense to mandate minimal standards for all departments, funded by the University. As faculty are
more and more dependent on computers, the University must face this issue or it will not get to the top three. 
Departments need funding for this kind of support.
 
           
Professor Squires said he thought the subcommittee and guidelines were a good idea, as is a survey to find out the
extremes at the University. 
Right now the situation is too hit or miss for faculty; it would be helpful to have a document and baseline information. 
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Professor Ramos-Garcia said that technology support staff also need refresher courses in order to keep up, and there is
need to address the line between PCs and Macs.
 
           
Ms. Herther said there is a kind of schizophrenia between support for departments from colleges and what the Office of
Information Technology (OIT, Mr. Cawley's unit) provides.  With the new budget model, a lot is happening at the 
college level that might not happen if OIT were responsible.  It would be a very positive step to at least look at the 
issues and what the University needs to do to move forward.  Professor Valls agreed that there are a number of places 
across the University where people do not know what to do; technology support could be organized better.
 

Professor Wiedmann said that his college used to have people they could call for help; now that service is
centralized in the Academic Health Center. 
But people really want service local and there needs to be a prescription to colleges to set standards, but it would be an
unfunded mandate. 
At least, however, faculty could go to departments and say "here are guidelines," Professor Hanna pointed out.

 
            Professor Valls moved that the Committee approve the subcommittee.  Without vote taken, it was agreed that
Professors Squires and Wiedmann would serve on it on behalf of this Committee.
 
            The second joint subcommittee, with SCIT and the Research Committee, would on databases.  SCIT was asked
to look at expert(ise) databases. 
Some are in colleges, some in departments—they are all over the place and many are out of date.  SCIT identified the 
issue of information currency, multiple databases, and lack of a central coordinating effort.  One SCIT concern was 
security, because the Council of Research Associate Deans (CRAD) has talking about putting promotion and tenure
files in the database.  There is need for the faculty view on the design and uses of any database that might be developed.
 
            Vice President Cawley is interested in the work of this possible joint subcommittee as well.  Originally 
proposed only with the Research committee, it seems that this one should include a representative from this Committee
as well because of questions about access and security.  The work of the subcommittee would include meeting with the
colleges about their needs and revisiting the idea of establishing an expert database. 
 
           
Professor Valls said he did not understand the concern about security; the expert database files would contain items that
are all public record.  It is to the University's advantage, and good publicity, to have faculty expertise widely available. 
The question is where the data are drawn from, Ms. Herther said; if from promotion and tenure files, then there are
security issues.  One possibility would be automatic updates of the database, because most are hopelessly out of date. 
(Professor Hanna affirmed this assertion: 
she has had the experience of trying to connect students to researchers and has encountered a fragmented hodge-podge
of sites, no single source, and pages that are outdated. 
Ms. Herther added that she also has difficulty finding experts on University websites.)
 
            Professor Hanna volunteered to serve as a representative from this Committee on the joint subcommittee.
 
            Professor Cherkassky asked if there are similar efforts going on at other universities.  Ms. Herther said she did
not know. 
Professor Ramos-Garcia noted that faculty in his college must, every year, send a report to the dean; those reports
would be a good source of information. 
 
            Professor Sirc thanked Ms. Herther for joining the meeting and bringing these issues to its attention.
 
3.         Regental Human Resources Policies
 
           
Professor Sirc turned next to Vice President Carrier and Ms. Wilhelmson to discuss two proposed new Board of
Regents policies, "Employee Compensation and Recognition" and "Employee Performance Evaluation and
Development."
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Dr. Carrier began by noting that she has talked with the Committee before about policy development at the Board level
and has received a range of reactions from Committee members.  The Board hears a lot about faculty and staff, and it 
understands the problem with salaries, how to pay for health care, and a lot more issues that affect employees.  The 
Board decided a few years ago to review ALL its policies and took a different approach:  it would adopt long-lasting 
principles, not administrative minutiae which sometimes arise in response to a crisis. 
 
           
These policies reflect a commitment to investment in the University's human capital—which represents 70% of the
University's budget. 
Dr. Carrier reviewed the set of policies that have been adopted so far, which were reviewed by this Committee; the ones
on the agenda today are the last two regental human resources policies being proposed at this time.
 
           
Dr. Carrier commented that the term "employee" is shorthand for faculty and staff, and she is aware that faculty are not
fond of the term.
 
            The Employee Compensation and Recognition Policy read as follows:
 
SECTION I. SCOPE.
 
This policy governs compensation and recognition for University of Minnesota (University) employees.

 
SECTION II. DEFINITIONS.
 
Subd. 1. Compensation. Compensation 
shall mean base salary and additional payments to employees, such as augmentations, lump sum payments, and
incentives.
 
Subd. 2. Recognition. Recognition shall mean formal and informal acknowledgement of work or service performed. 
 
SECTION III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES.
 
The following principles shall guide the University’s compensation and recognition systems:
 

(a)              

The University strives to achieve and maintain a compensation structure that, when combined with benefits
and other rewards, is competitive relative to institutional peers and other appropriate labor markets and
serves to attract and retain a high performance workforce.

 
(b)              

The University seeks to reward meritorious performance and employee contribution to the success of the
University through compensation and other forms of recognition.

 
(c)              

In the setting of initial salaries and subsequent pay adjustments, the University considers the work
responsibilities, market, internal equity, experience and expertise, performance, and other criteria as
appropriate.

 
(d)              

The University adheres to compensation and recognition practices that are fair and equitable in design,
application, and delivery.

 
SECTION IV. IMPLEMENTATION.
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Subd. 1. Compensation System. 
The University’s compensation system shall articulate current compensation strategies, describe forms of pay, identify
funding sources, and outline annual compensation plans for each employee group.  Responsible administrators shall be
held accountable for disseminating salary and other compensation within the defined parameters of the annual plans in
a manner that supports the academic direction and investment strategies of the University.  The University
compensation system shall (a) be administered in a manner that complies with all applicable federal, state, and local
regulations and laws, and (b) be consistent with applicable administrative policies, rules and collective bargaining
agreements.
 
Subd. 2. Recognition System. 
The University shall have programs of awards, honors, and events that recognize excellence in performance by
individuals, groups, and units. 
 
SECTION V. MONITORING AND REPORTING.
 
The president or delegate shall monitor the effectiveness of compensation and recognition programs and report annually
to the Board of Regents.
 
            This is an aspirational policy, Dr. Carrier said; they know the University is not there yet.  The biennial request 
for salaries for faculty and staff says the University is seeking to be competitive in the appropriate markets; the Board is
aware that the University is not competitive in some areas.  The policy also calls for rewarding meritorious behavior
and getting away from across-the-board salary increases (which is different from what is done with employees in
bargaining units).
 

The Board of Regents knows that employees must see procedures as fair and equitable.  This policy does not 
remove the compensation policies that are already in place (e.g., the Faculty Senate policy); this speaks to how the
University can become MORE competitive and reward strong performance.  This is a brief statement that asserts the
Board's understanding of the importance of compensation.

 
Professor Kleiner recalled receiving an article about a "faculty development bill of rights" which he thought

was instructive.  Has any thought been given to such a document at the University?  Vice President Carrier said she had
not seen it; with the employee training and development policy they have talked with the Board about all the things the
University needs to do. 
The University is woefully under-invested in the ability of faculty to learn in their position at the University and be at
the cutting edge in their fields through educational conferences and seminars, by comparison with private companies,
Professor Kleiner said.  It is important to attract and retain the best, Dr. Carrier agreed; Professor Kleiner said it is even
more important to keep the strong faculty already here learning throughout their career.

 
Professor Hanna recalled the Committee had just talked about a baseline standard for computing for faculty; it

would be nice to have the same thing for faculty development.  For example, faculty at one local liberal arts college all
receive $1500 each per year. 
The University should consider a baseline in faculty development below which no faculty member is allowed to fall. 
There is disparity across colleges; the Committee should consider a faculty development baseline standard.  Dr. Carrier 
said she did not believe such a standard would conflict with any policy the Regents have adopted.

 
This policy reflects the rhetoric one hears from the administration, what the central administration and Regents

are saying, Professor McLoon said.  He said he was not sure he agrees with it.  He said he supports merit pay, but the
University is getting to the point where it will only recognize EXTREME merit:  Nobel Prize winners would receive a
lot; faculty teaching two courses per semester with 400 undergraduates in each will not be recognized.  There is a need
to recognize the full University mission and everyone's contribution, not just the grand and visible elements.  Dr.
Carrier said she doubted the Regents would disagree with Professor McLoon.  All he hears about, however, is focused
on the really high-achievers, Professor McLoon responded. 
He said he would prefer a return to the older model, where compensation is divided between cost-of-living increases
and merit. 
The reality is that our “average” faculty member is really very strong if viewed from a national perspective. The
University should NOT give raises to people who are not doing anything, but the focus on excellence has been so
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narrowly defined that it overlooks or undervalues the excellent work of many of our faculty.  He said he was 
uncomfortable with the way the document was written.

 
Professor Ramos-Garcia said that in his department, faculty must vote to give up their own salary increases in

order to provide funding for a retention offer.  They should vote for this?  How can that problem be solved?  Dr. Carrier 
said the department should look at the faculty compensation policy adopted by the Senate, which speaks to the role that
the faculty should play in the units.

 
What must happen, Professor Wiedmann said, is that the administration must say that this college is better than

that one and give the better one more merit money. 
Right now 3% comes to each college, which distributes 3% to each department—and then the individual distribution is
to be on merit.  Professor McLoon said they receive permission to pay raises but no central funds to pay them.  There 
are also various definitions of merit, Professor Ramos-Garcia said; how will they be rewarded?  The tenure code section
7.11 and departmental 7.12 statements should guide in recognizing merit, Dr. Carrier said.

 
Dr. Carrier emphasized that even though there may be different policies (administrative, Senate) on

compensation for different employee categories, this policy says that there will be competitive compensation,
performance will be rewarded, people will be treated fairly, and administrators will be held accountable for salary
administration. 

 
The other policy brought to the Committee was Employee Performance Evaluation and Development:
 

SECTION I. SCOPE.
 
This policy governs performance evaluation and development of University of Minnesota (University) faculty,
academic professional and administrative, civil service, and union-represented staff employees.
 
SECTION II. DEFINITIONS.
 
Subd. 1. Performance Evaluation and Development.  Performance evaluation and development shall mean a process
undertaken between responsible administrators/supervisors and their employees that includes assessing, guiding, and
improving employee performance, resulting in effective achievement of organizational and individual goals.
 
SECTION III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES.
 
The following principles shall guide the University’s evaluation and development of employee performance:
 
(a) 
The University cultivates a high performance workforce through employee performance evaluation and development
that engages the entire organization, is appropriate to the nature of the work, recognizes and rewards exemplary
performance, and addresses substandard performance.

 
(b) 
The University is committed to assessing and supporting the development of the behavioral and functional competence
of its employees, consistent with expressed academic and administrative needs, the role of the employee, and
performance expectations.
 
(c) 
The University is committed to a performance evaluation process that incorporates regular feedback and candid
discussion about individual and group performance.

 
(d) 
The University is committed to responsible investments in its employees through professional development, education,
and training directed at maximizing productivity, enhancing employee personal and professional competencies,
supporting employees as they seek new career opportunities within the University, and generating a succession of
leaders who are prepared and able to lead the University into the future.
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(e) 
The University holds its leaders, responsible administrators, and supervisors accountable for actively supporting and
engaging in the performance evaluation and development process in a fair and equitable manner and for ensuring the
alignment of employee and organizational goals and priorities.
 
SECTION IV. PERFORMANCE REVIEWS.
 
University leaders, responsible administrators, and supervisors shall conduct performance reviews for purposes of
evaluation and development. 
The University expects ongoing evaluation of employee performance, with regularly conducted and documented
reviews of all employees administered according to applicable administrative policies, rules, and collective bargaining
agreements.
 
SECTION V.  EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITY. 
 
Subd. 1. Leadership Accountability. 
University leaders, responsible administrators, and supervisors shall be held accountable for implementing a
performance evaluation and development process that is consistent in the treatment of employees, provides for accurate
performance reviews, and encourages open communication.
 
Subd. 2. Implementation. 
The University shall provide to its leaders, responsible administrators, and supervisors the necessary resources, tools
and training to effectively manage employee performance.
 
SECTION VI.  EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY. 
 
Employees are expected (a) to understand the importance of their contribution to the University’s mission, values, and
success and (b) to exercise responsibility for actively engaging in the performance evaluation process and subsequent
development efforts.
 
            Dr. Carrier said that she hears less from staff than faculty on evaluation.  The Board takes the position, with this
policy, that every employee deserves an annual evaluation done well, related to their job, and administrators should be
trained to do them.
 
           
This needs to go hand-in-hand with development and baselines across the University, Professor Hanna contended. 
Some colleges are not as good as others.  Dr. Carrier agreed there needed to be a more even playing field.
 
            The Committee took no action on either policy but did not object to them.  Professor Sirc adjourned the meeting
at 4:10.
 
                                                                        -- Gary Engstrand
 
University of Minnesota


